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I. Introduction: My Interest in This Proceeding

I am filing these comments in response to the October 3, 2013 Federal Register notice requesting public comment on certain issues raised by the Department of Commerce’s Green Paper, Copyright Policy, Creativity, and Innovation in the Digital Economy. The views expressed herein are individual, and are not intended to reflect those of any other individual or organization.

My interest in this important proceeding is at several levels. Currently, I teach Entertainment and Media Law at Harvard Law School to JD, LLM and SJD candidates, and on an exchange basis, also serve as an annual lecturer in Entertainment Law at Stanford Law School. I supervise student research in this area, including graduate theses that are completed as part of Harvard Law School’s LLM degree requirements. I also am a faculty member at Harvard Law School’s Institute for Global Law and Policy.

I previously taught the only advanced seminar in Entertainment Law in the United States at the Boston University School of Law, as part of its Intellectual Property specialization for JD candidates. I also taught international communications and copyright law at The Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, Tufts University.

During the 2012-13 academic year, I served at the Fulbright-Nokia Distinguished Chair in Information and Communications Technologies in the Faculty of Social Sciences at the University of Helsinki, and as an Honorary Visiting Fellow at the Jindal Global Law School in India.

I also have deep professional roots within the Department of Commerce, having served as Special Assistant to the Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Communications and Information at the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) during its formative years. As NTIA’s Chief of Staff and a senior member of its policy team, my responsibilities included continuing outreach to the academic community, which was especially fruitful as we developed new--and ultimately durable--policy models for telecommunications and electronic mass media competition and deregulation.

Academic input also was valuable in helping NTIA identify key areas in the emerging field of information policy, including a greater understanding for the
vital role that intellectual property plays in promoting a sustainable marketplace of ideas and our core constitutional values of free expression.

I also served as a Senior Fellow of The Annenberg Washington Program in Communication Policy Studies, which was affiliated with Northwestern University during my tenure. Among my responsibilities were developing and directing a research program on Negotiation in Communications Policymaking. There, my focus was on achieving better policy outcomes through a multi-stakeholder process aimed at narrowing differences and forging a consensus.

Further biographical details are provided in the curriculum vitae that comprises Appendix A.

Given my long-standing interest and involvement in the process and substance of the issues in this proceeding, I thought it would be useful to submit brief comments offering my perspective on the multi-stakeholder process that the Department of Commerce is utilizing in the “Green Paper Policy Process.”

I. The Academic Community as Stakeholder

In the Green Paper, the Internet Policy Task Force announced that it would convene a multi-stakeholder dialogue involving rights holders, consumer representatives and companies in the business of identifying infringing content to explore and address the many problems with the notice and takedown system currently in place. No mention, however, was made of the academic community.

The academic community *writ large* is an important stakeholder that merits a proverbial seat at the table as the Green Paper Policy Process moves ahead. Consequently, the vital role that the academic community can play in the multi-stakeholder process should be emphasized more explicitly with a wider outreach to varied disciplines and different types of higher education institutions.

This recommendation is consistent with the stated goal of the Green Paper Policy Process—namely, to maintain continued engagement with all stakeholders as a critical aspect of evaluating and refining our national copyright policy. Multi-stakeholder dialogue is intended to help the participating parties reach clarity on what their positions are and whether there are options toward consensus.
NTIA has adopted a multi-stakeholder approach in other Internet Policy Task Force proceedings, such as in its work to develop a new framework for protecting consumer data privacy and promoting innovation in the digital economy. There, in identifying stakeholders, it explicitly included the academic sector as a stakeholder, along with government, commercial and civil society stakeholders.

NTIA Administrator Lawrence Strickling has demonstrated constructive leadership in ensuring the application of the multi-stakeholder approach to the Green Paper Policy Process, as well. As he noted in his December 12, 2013 remarks at the full-day public proceeding convened by NTIA and the USPTO: “The multi-stakeholder approach facilitates transparency and promotes cooperation. It allows innovation to flourish while building trust and protecting other rights and interests. It has been key to our approach to Internet policy and we see opportunities to utilize it as we develop our digital copyright policy as well.”… “[I]t is critical that we hear from a wide variety of stakeholders, including those who create content, those who distribute it and those who consume these works—and everyone in between.”

II. Notice-and-Takedown Research Directions

A clear message that the panel on the current notice-and-takedown system collectively articulated at the December 12, 2013 public meeting was a need for more and better research regarding how that system is operating now, and what changes may take place in the future. I concur strongly with this observation.

For example, a recent report published by Harvard University’s Berkman Center for Internet and Society, *Internet Monitor 2013: Reflections on the Digital World*, notes that in September 2011, Google had 0.29 DMCA takedown requests per second; by September 2013, that number rose to 8.76 takedown requests per second.

Given this dramatic increase over two years, it would be useful for stakeholders to understand why this has occurred. Is it a function of more rigorous policing by content creators and copyright owners, or more vigorous activity by ISPs, or better available technology, or an increase in the posting of copyrighted content, or of some combination of these factors, or other explanations entirely? Moreover, will this trend continue at the same rate, or at an exponentially faster rate? What are the implications for either scenario?
These answers would be important to understand if any consensus is to develop within the framework of the current DMCA, or if new data and trends emerge to support a different approach to reform.

With academic stakeholders as part of the multi-stakeholder process, they can offer research observations and findings such as these that can help facilitate common understanding and substantive consensus. If the delicate balance being sought in this proceeding is to be achieved generally--and in DMCA notice-and-takedown implementation specifically--it must reflect research, not just advocacy positions. This is where the academic community can play an especially useful role. By providing data, analysis, historical context and comparative perspectives, the quality of the multi-stakeholder dialogue will be improved.

III. Utilizing the Multi-Stakeholder Process to Improve the Notice-and-Takedown System of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA)

The next phase of multi-stakeholder engagement will be focused on improving the operation of the notice-and-takedown system for infringing content from the Internet. As it moves forward, I urge the Department to explicitly include the academic community as an identified stakeholder in this vital task, akin to what was done in implementing the Privacy Blueprint referenced above.

It should work with academics to pursue a robust research agenda—including a comprehensive review of existing academic literature on the actual performance aspects of the notice-and-takedown system—that is presented at future multi-stakeholder forums, whether in Washington, DC or in field settings.

Although several individual academics to date have been invited to appear on panels, the level of outreach I am calling for is far wider and deeper than drawing upon the expertise of law professors who teach and write about copyright law and policy. Their insights are valuable, of course, but the academic net needs to be expanded across multiple relevant disciplines and beyond. Equally important, the interests of higher education institutions should be accounted for, given the pivotal role they play in producing, distributing and consuming a range of intellectual property on sophisticated digital platforms.
This “academic community as stakeholder” approach is meritorious for a number of reasons:

- Higher education institutions, including comprehensive research universities, liberal arts colleges and conservatories devoted to the performing and/or applied arts, are playing a unique role in helping to train and nurture the next generation of content creators. As Commerce Secretary Penny Pritzker noted in her Green Paper introduction, “America’s writers, musicians, filmmakers, photographers, sculptors and other creators make up the lifeblood of our culture, build new stores of knowledge, and shape how we see ourselves—and how the world sees us as well.”

- These institutions also have colleges and schools of journalism and mass communication that are serving as training grounds for the next generation of journalists, who aspire to work professionally with media organizations of all sizes and types. As content creators focused on enhancing civic engagement and the democratic process, they serve a separate, but no less important function in American life—as preservers and promoters of a vibrant free press.

- Within colleges, schools and departments of engineering and computer science, academia offers a much-needed understanding of state-of-the-art developments in digital transmission and storage. Professors and researchers in these disciplines have broad and deep experience designing and operating advanced broadband networks, and thus are highly conversant with the possibilities and limitations of file uploading, downloading and transmission. They also are knowledgeable about content protection measures such as filters, digital watermarks and other technical means to limit widespread copying and dissemination of copyrighted works. Consequently, they are well positioned to help other stakeholders understand the ramifications of future technology scenarios, so that any consensus which emerges from a multi-stakeholder dialogue meshes with what looming technological realities are likely to be.

- Academics, particularly those with ongoing teaching responsibilities, also have a unique connection to the Millennial generation of “digital natives.” Even more than parents, professors and instructors have constant exposure in
to how students actually use social media, share digital files, and upload download both user-generated and professional content.

In large classrooms and seminar rooms alike, they work with students to access and review a wide range of text, video and audio material downloaded from high-speed campus broadband networks. Around campus, whether in libraries, student centers, residential college settings, outdoor quads—indeed any area where students congregate—faculty serve as constant and careful observers regarding what their students are utilizing on laptops, tablets, smartphones and other digital devices. As such, collectively they are in an excellent position to offer insights into how content actually is consumed by the generation that grew up with digital technology in a manner far different than the experience of older generational cohorts.

IV. Conclusion

Clearer signals to academia about its usefulness to this process, better outreach to this community, and a focus on how academic research can serve as a constructive catalyst in multi-stakeholder dialogue, represent three concrete steps that can help contribute to the tangible outcomes which the Green Paper Policy Process seeks to achieve.
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J.D.  University of California at Berkeley
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Communications Law and Practice, American Lawyer Media, Law Journal Press, 1995 and continuing with semi-annual updates
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"Dealing Without the Phone," Boston Business Journal, August 19, 1990
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"Curbing Violence on TV," Christian Science Monitor, July 9, 1993


"The US Postal Service: Fish or Fowl?,” Christian Science Monitor, August 29, 1989

“We Need a National Television Policy," Christian Science Monitor, October 6, 1989
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"Financial Self-Sufficiency for the Public Interest Communications Law Movement: The Road Ahead," CLIENT, Fall 1975


"Informal Rulemaking Procedures at the Federal Communications Commission: Judicial, Administrative, and Legislative Reform," 1:3 Communications and the Law 3 (1979)


"Communications Policymaking, Presidential Decisionmaking and the Need for Institutional Reform," Communications Lawyer, Winter 1990
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"Why Not a Unified Approach to Telecommunications?" Communications Lawyer, Summer 1985
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"Improving Politics on Television," Legal Times, November 4, 1991
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